
Tips on telling the story and engaging the children: 

 It is helpful to have a pecs symbol or picture on the children’s timetable to be able to prepare them 

to come together for story-time 

 Some children find a count- down (with phone timer or hour glass sand timer) helpful in 

transitioning to story-time/the next activity 

 We also put drink & biscuit symbols on the timetables - which may also be helpful for reluctant, but 

hungry children! 

 We find it helpful to have an enclosed room for story-time, and set out chairs in a loose circle for 

the majority to sit with their helpers, but with blankets on the floor & space behind the circle of 

chairs for the minority of children who don’t join the main circle 

 You may wish to have ear defenders available for noise-sensitive children at the start of this all-

together time 

 There are products such as chair leg bands, inflatable wiggle seats or quiet fiddle toys available to 

help children to sit and concentrate during story-time (though we don’t tend to use them)  

 We find it helpful to start story-time with a game or worship - see separate sections on these topics 

for ideas 

 Some of the story scripts also include ideas for visual introductions to the stories eg. Jesus calls his 

first disciples – bring policeman’s hat, nurse, doctor etc hats/clothes 

 You may want to welcome new children or simply welcome each by name & let them know that it is 

good to see them before you start & to reinforce good sitting (using heart or thumbs up props)  

 We sing happy birthday & have a cake for any children who have their birthdays (check allergies) 

 We tend to start story-time by showing them a children’s bible & telling them that the story comes 

from the bible & by giving them a bit of information on what it is about/who is in the story 

 With the younger& higher need children (who like to act the story out) , we ask who would like to 

help with the story this week & provide basic clothes (eg headband & scarf/tea towel for Jesus, 

basic tunic, angel wings etc) 

 It may be good to give the children happy & sad face props to hold up during the story as you tell it 

& the children act it out. Some children find it helpful to hold a book (which may be a Bible or a 

printed version of powerpoint for the story)  

 Talk through the story using  basic direct language, & including the children who are acting it out in 

basic actions - & using props at the right times (these can be passed around or given to a child to 

hold up at the right time).  

 You can use the powerpoint at the same time as you are telling the story – &/or use it to recap the 

story at the end. Some children may like to move the slides on & view the story again after the 

majority of the children have gone off to play or do craft at the end of story-time.  

 We generally end story time with prayer  (for ideas on praying with your children see ‘praying’ 

section)  


